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To address questions concerning the implications for, minority groups.
of the movement toward minimum competency teSting, Robert A. Feldmesser, .
a senior research sociologist at Educational ,Testing.Service, organized
a symposium at the 1979 meeting of the Natienal Couneil of Measurement
in-Education. In recognition of the significance of:the'issue, the
ERIC Clearinghouse on.Tests, Measurement,_and.Evaluation encouraged,and
supported pr. Feldmesser's efforts and agreed to publish the paper$:'
presented in order to bring them to the attention of a wide audienee.

'

The following paper was one of those presented at the sYmposium,.
We.hope that itsWpearance in print will sensitize tile educational',
commvnity and the general public to the issues InveiVed and will dtnilate
discussiAand a search for satisfactory solutions.

ir

Uht.,

Barbara M. Wildemuth
*Associate Director, ERIC/TM
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Do norities Embrace the Concept of Minimum Competency?

Ronald H. i.eWis

,

. ,

Overview of.the Minimum-Competency Movemen I's

, 4 ,

e . ,
.

According
-
to a broad range Af our population, the pinimum-competency Move-

ment could be the major school reform of the 20th century. This opinion,however
is far from unanimous. .Vernon Jordan of the National Urban League has 'called
it "the g*eat American education' fad of the 1970's";. the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored PeopLe and the NatiOnal Alliance of Black School
Educators'have also expressed grave concern over it.

4

Th s
. -

) m mvement's basic rationale, as practiced in nuerous communities, is
quite sj ple: State or local districts Slimuld set minimum standards of perfornr
ance and test student proficiency in meeting those standards. This will resua
in more competent studentsjust like that! While there is almost Universal
acceptance of the need for the concept, there Is only minimal agreement on how

best to attack the problem.

Some minorities believe that the competency movement is merily another
reflection of a new conservatism sweeping the country. Others fee/ that
competency requirements are good in that they have forced the re-examination of
programs and of student progress and have gotten parents and the general publid
a little more interested and involved in schools. A different-view of ,the
minimum-c6mpetency movement is that legislators are expressing their frustration
and failure to get at the total educational system through any other mediae of
accountability. Thus, can be called an "educational consumer" moIement or a
simplcstic, political, and naive reaction to the pufilic's frustrations about
educatio's complex problems and the poor performance of students.

Minimum-Competency Testing_and Competency-Based Educatibn
/-

There are some important distinctions that must.be made among the prolifera-
tion of terms that have to do with competency. We have.Competency-basecle,
education, competency testing, competency.standards, basic competencies,
minimal competencies, competency progtams,-minimu -competency testing, minimud-
competency standards, minimut pOoficiencies, comp tency-bas evaluation,
competency leve1s,.minima17competency reqtlirement , and so on. Educators do
have a penchant for communicative overk111! Ili term has been reduced to such
a level of coinglomerate absurdity that-It may t ke-.the-public years td find out
what we're all talking about. 4

-For purposes of this presentation, I t nk it's important to separate tke
concept into two.dimensions: minimum-competency testing (MCT) and competency-
based education (CBE): The use of 'tests as a means of determining when perfor-
mance is satisfactori in relationship to some pres'tt *criteifon or standard is
a cômfilontOraceice. Unfortunately, there is 0 growing feeling.that the use of
minimum-competencY tests will in and of itself result in greate'r Audent
achievement. But tests don't teach; they look for the right answef, not th'e

a.
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process of tKo4ht the student USed to read it. Readers of this publication do
At have to' be refill:I-Wed that single-criterion evaluation of students or teachers
is a mindless approadh to the problem of low student achievement. This is one

of,the'malor weaknesses *in the 14QT movement. 'Despite all the past emphasis on
imdicators, 'on options to paper-and-pencil tests, on.criterion- or

objective-refere ced tests, we are still using test scqres as the sole indicator
af a student's t tal capability.

CBE:however, may necessitate restrucLting the school,s and the educational
process. Educatilhal goals woU'ld be strudtured around specific outcomes rather,
than around XOUT4 and subject cOmptetion. SpecifiCally stated objectives, ..

use of various measures, if necessary, tO-diagnose individual needs and
increase the possiblity of tAe indlvidualization of insfruction, selection of

... ,

appropriate and adaptable learling activities, flexible use of time, program .

evalation, student and staff hvaluation from K-I2--these are all part.of the
philosophy of sequential and systematic CBE. This differs frOmthe simplistic
backto-basics approach uSing a narrowly conceived set of minimums. Black

I

Americans are keenly sensitive to that distinction. 'Competen y testing merely
blames the victtm for is'or her accumulated4defid4, which m V be the,result
of systemic, economicf, teacher, resource, or administracive malfunctions
rather than the ctude t's failure. :Competency-based education involves a
broader spectrum of edtcation and support processes. ahe magnifying .glass af
scrutidy is therefore placed upon all the elements and participants in the
educational enterpc,ise not merely'bbe student.

Testing andaMinoritiet

Bernard Waon, v.ice president df 'Academic affairs at Temple UniversitY,
has said that there are literdlly tens of thoUsands of counselors., teachers,
admissions officers, employers, and others who think test scores'really describe -

and summarize the essential and inherent complexity of the indim.idual
We do seem to believe An the:magic of numbe.5s. If we can take human qualities
or characteristics, reduce them to quantitative terms, analyze or treat these
quantities with sophiiticated techniques, and.c9me out with a pumber or set of
numberst, we 'thin* we have described the essential and important abilities or
talente'Lca ari individual.

'The people who now realize that test<scores can vary froM day to day and
tAt to test are on the right track. Every exaMination, every judgment about .

people., Is fallible and has a typical error ra;le. The standard error of
measurement associated '41th scores or standardized test§ is well known because'
it is readily determined an4 regularly announded by the pUblishers. It is also

readily ignored by many. 4

Curric+lar validity,and instructional yalidity have also become major,
concerns of many'memberg of the minority cc,bvunity. Curricular Validity refers
to the.extent to whtch test itPms represent the 6jectives of the curridulum..
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In order to djre;mine curricular validity, a comparison must be made between
test objectivestand th6 Schools' course objectives. In order to demonstrate
instructional validity, some measure is needed of whether or riot the school

,

district's stated-objectives were actually tallght in the classroom. A school
0, system thatIcannot,assure curiicUlar and instructiOnal validity Should not use
'ci competency lests as a basis for denying promotion or a diploma to any of its 1

stNents. Many system's do hot explore Utese prerequisites in even a perfunctory
way. ,A violation of substantive due process then become's possible, because the

. students may be penalized eVen though they cannot be personally faulted for
. poor performance on the test-

. J .

Lest there be:misunderstanding, letmg',4myhasizethat t am not saying that '
we should abandon tests or refuse to use Ihettl,in an approrpriate manner.
Tests can be helpful tools. Used properly, and in conjunction with other
measures, they can be extremely helpful. UnPortunately, we also use test

\ scores.and their "magical" qualities as' a justification for failure to-teach
\ studentS, especiatLy those who are poor and.who are members of minority groups.
\

-

We accept the rhetoric and misfnformat4on of social rese. archers; we feel?, sorry
' for minority students, patronize them, don't place too litany demoted& onthem
because "they have enough problems as it is,"'and we accept inferior work from'
them. Doing so is an excuse for avoiding the possibility of adequately teaching

. poor and minority youngsters; of reexamining our attitudes about expectancy; of
xploring anew the world of learning thory and learning style; and of examining
,are closely the adequacy of support for programs of prevention in addition to
pxograms of intervention.

. \
....

.
\ We seem to always revert to. extremes:, Either the victims'of oppression

are blamed f4tr their condition or.they are patronized so that tkey still don't
recieive the advantageo of educational opportunity. Since testing is so much a
pa4 of out political, social, ahd educational decision-making processes, I

musi remind you that test Scores are net neutral. They represent judgments
about,values important in this society. However, tests only ipform such
judgments; they shouldn't make them. As-we enter the minimum-competency,era,
we hi\ve a professional responsibility to make conscious and' consistent efforts

to see to it that.tests do not continue to be used as judgmental screening..

devis. S., as toyls to limit th.e aspirations and hopgs of individuals, as devices
-desi.gn d tO reita.forcs the Status gut) or to deny upward mobility andb wide

ratte of choices.to members of minerity'gromps. Unless MCT is a .1oAica1
outgrowth'of a restructured performance-based Curriculum with curricular an
instructional consistency; itilless MCT is'used as one dimension of artaccoun.-

ability review of the performance level of teachers and 41Ininistrators; unless
local, state, and national officials resist the growing tendency td further
limit resources, our minority yoUng peovle will continue to be victimized,
patronized, and/oe excluded.%

1

WeNOve in a highly diverse, competitive, meritoCratic, credential-oriented

society, where winning has become so prized as te, become often an end in .

itself. Test results have had, and continue to have, a strong impact upon

. .

public policy. Ba public polic>P should be more cognizant of the need to

.(4
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consider the inherent responSibilities of all the members of the educational
famiAl5P, not jUst'those of the students. Otherwise, testing will only continue'
to help weave the fiber of racism in the United States, resulting in still more
proliferation of policies that promote inequitable and unethical, behavior and
treatment.

piRlomas and Remediation

Issuing multiple diplomas-is a procedure that ouj/ht not to be dignified With
argument. In connection with MCT, Virginia, for%example, offers a level 4 ,

diploma, which is comparable to graduatim with-honors; a level 3 diploma
indicating 18 credits and passing the minimum-competency test; a'level 2
diploma indicating either the 18 credits or passing the minimum-competency
test; and a certificate of attendance to cover all other cases. Elsewhere, we
are getting standard diplomast standard diplomas with academic or with vocational
endqrsement, :with or without a certificate of basic competenCies; certificates
of basic- competencies or certificates of.attendance, or both, without a diploma,
and So on. It hardly needs to be pointed ouCthat minority sfUdents will be
awarded certificates of attendance in disproportidnate ntmbers--one more
subterfuge in our infamous record of'deVices Alsed to ekclude rather than to'
include.

Some black Okeats, while nor opposed to MCT itself, ,see a Possible raeial
motive behind tesOni-programs estaglished in remntly desegregated communities
to "grotect standards."'--The result of such progpams can be organizational
resegregation within the school on the basis of test results. If thetbasic

t
motivation for the stress upon standards is stricfly educational, it,I not

Alfficult to devise ways of rendering assistance to students without s parating,
labeling, and allenatiAg thei.

..

Some 2chools.deAl'ur)th ,Eh.e problem of student failure by assigning students
to a less temandingurricnlum or,crack; by nOt allowin,g them to be promoted or
fo graduate until they can demonstrate their mastery and/or use of basic
skills; by encouraging or Allow4ng them to drop out or to be ppshed out
of school; by allowing them to be promoted or graduated without having mastered
or vAled basic skills; or byswithholding a regular high school diploma
from them,. Each of these responses penalizes the students inVolved but does
nat assure that they will ultimately, master basic skills as a result.of-the
penalty. Mvanwhile, those\who may be at leak pattially resPonsible for.poor
"student peeformance are not held accounta,ble.

Other schools focus their efforts on helping students by providing some
form of individualized instruction by means of teacher .aides, peer instruct,ion,
progrdpmmed instruction, smaller classes, skill labtl,'special materials, and so
on. 1k4hen necessary, they temporarily assign Students to classes that devote
more time and effort to the mastery and use of basic skills as a part of the
regular course content. TheY establish aiter-school or summdr tutorial

1
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pifgrams. 'They identify students' weaknesses in specific basic skills areas
early in the students' school carer and continuously therefore provide them'
with special assistance to develop the required skills. And, finally, they
work with parents

a
to teach them how to help their.children learn basic skills

at home.

Despite efforts like these, few effective remedial programs have bean
developed and maintained, especially at the secondary level. Are future
programs going- to be more substantive simply_because of the minimum-competency
movemok? Will future programs be better articulated and coordinated wi.th the
regular classrooms than current programs? 'These questions become partifufarly
significant in light of the fact that many of these young people have eecl,

receiving remedial help anyway. The concept of remediation, while acceptable,
must be exposed to adllitional and intensive scrutiny because,it- is being
utilized more add more frequently as a method of redress for minority' students.

0,

liere are a few exaMples of the difficulties we are facing in making,good
on the promise of remediation:

)

1. /It we try to extend the schooliday or tbe school yeir for the purpose
of remediAion, we run into the complications of staffing, curriculum,
students'. and parents' irights, materials, fatigue, scheduling, and of
course, teacher and administrator negotiations, and contracts.

0

2 Confusion, misunderstanding, and resentment arise among many school
employees charged with the responsibility for remedial work.

3. There is the nagging problem of where to give remedial services.
Should we pull the students out of their regular classrooms or provide
the' services,within the classroom?

The typical teacher is not trairied to provide proper remedial services.
More exposure t9,the same teaching methods in small groups four or
five times a week for a half an hour a day won't have much effect
on students whp are having a difficulty learning. .

s,
5. Regular classroom teachers complain about their day being interrupted

frequently by students going to and returning from remedial programs.

6. There is a major-and 'prevailing'complaint regarding the colleaion of
A

information about remedial students and the mecessary planning,
timplementation, and evaluAtion.of the program.

. 1.ast, but.certainly not. leas is the big qyestion of who is going to
fund these rrtedi.al programs.

Former Secrete y of Health, EdUcation, and Weirare*Joseph'Galifano told
the National Conference on Achievemeht TesEing and BasiC Skills in Marchi. 1978
that the federal rote wilt be one of research, conducting technical prol4ding

(
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assistance, and informational clearinghouse. The applic'ation of MCTfhas not
involved one federal penny to date. Meanwhile, stilte funding of remedial or
compensatory educationprograms has experienced difficulties of.its own. F.or

example, there.is the so-called unduplicated Count problem. Some funding
formulas do not distinguish between atudenti who need help-,in one area, like
reading or math, and those who need help in both areas. Thus, a student who
requires help in two skill areas geherates the .same amopt of state aid for a
district as a student who needs remedial.assistance in bnly one. In today's
eeonomic'ellmatewhat with Proposition 13 and other forms,of taxpayers'
revolts and tutbacks in federal and state aid to educationhow are local
districts (or colleges and going tb flounce the necessary, remedial
programs?

'
As"legislators discuss The concept of competencies and renTpation,

perhaps they should assure us 'that some additional resources go into the
educaEion pf your youth rather than simply into the reduction of Property
taxes. This may-be difficult, since most legislators feel that too much money
is already:being expended lor the ouitcames being achieved by students. The
real danger is that the perception or reality of a lack of money could become
aniexcuse ior total inaction on the part of some.local districts. Same of us
will be forced1to creatively redirect money that is being used in oeher areas.

\ But every.time we redirect funds, we ultim'ately affect smile local constituencts
'illriorley.Wh4th was ektablished when school districts established their goals
and objectives. This becomes painfully obvious wheri more funds are 45ected
toward remedial programs. A backlash may soon follow from some parents who may
be just as intense about the gifted and talented.

Let me repeat, however, that I do not want to throw out the 15aby with the
bath water. The same imagination, creativity, and energy employed to develop
tests can t)e, empiloyed to plan, develop; implembnt, monitor, and evaluate
programs of remedlation. The problems inherent in teacher And administrator
contracts, timing and artiCulation,flexible grouping,without tracking or
J.abeling, use of better diagnOstic-prescriptive processes, meaningful communi-
cation with students, and so on, will Ile solved only if we,'avoid the commdh
tendency to rationalize a concept by employing anothey-concept Ehat is fraughi
with difficulties. It is difficult for me to accept the notion that the .

problems of rernedi.a11on are of such7a nature that they cannot be ilut in priority
:orTer and solved. xhe other hand, it is not difficult for me o accept the
notjon that we ally go off on a popular)tangent without paying proper
,attention to what minorities call a "survival detail."

')

My final caution is simply 4,his: Don't use the term "remediation" lightly!
W4le it has limitless possibilities, today's state of the remle'aial art issuCh
that it is not the readily availatIle cure-all that it is purported to be.

Conclusions

At its worst, MCT is subject to narrow_interpretation and miaapplication';
ft

/
can be used as a club to,enhante the effects of poverty ahd discrimination;

,



it can be Used to 4ransform,teachers%from artists to technicians; it can be
used to trbbstorm students from living learners to a sort of robot status in
which they 'are programmed to take tests suctessfully. At its best, it can be
used diagnoSticaLly to better help administrators,and teachers work with their
stuadents,, z4id it could-become a vehicle for involving'citizens im their school
system.

Minorities do read4Pl!i. einbrace the concept of eompetence. However, tIvey do,
not embrace the .ethergence of MCT in isolation from the responsibilities that
shoul(.1 be boine ley thetotal syA,tem. A basic challenge is involved. It lies
in the perceived contradiction betwe-en the goals of educational eicellence and
educational equity or opportunity. Many-believe that we cannot have'both, or
thqt one will always suffer from emphasis on the other. I don't agree with
that position, but it will take determination, consistent hard work, air
risk tiling to keep tilese concerns in balance.

At the very least, we should allow the two ,themes of excellence and equity
to compete equally. But idt would be far better to.collecbively seeIC out the
various, ways' for these grins to come together, through multi-cultural curricula,
pre-service and.in-service training, palpjit involvement, and above all,,a
system of competency-based education, noimerely minimunr-competency testing.
It's already' been proven, time and time .again, especially at some of our mador
'universities, that given the opportunity, minorit5, stadents can and will ovei'i-
come their p.rior oppressed state and attain educational excellence, thus
recomciling the supposed dilemma of equity and excellence. Thip is a mkter
of recoe'd. Yet it is also a Tatter of record that minoritieeStill have not
made appreciable infoads,in,the variLius professions.

If the possibilities of MCTpre ever to be realized, the movement must be
stripped of the cloaks of romanticism all of political and educational ek,IDedi-
ence. *single 111rusts in educational measurement, like MCT, that do not involve
accompanying4rusts by other dimensiolis of the educationalAlenterprise never
haveiond never will have the iTpact that was intended, despite sporadic-and
occasional indicators of success.- By ailowing opportunity, and simultaneously
pushing for excellence, whether in regular or remedial settings, we are in
essence facilitating the merger of the concepts. If.MCT in isolation limits
that opportunitxi, then we are limiting the potentift4. of a major national
resource--the minds of young black and brown people--and that would .be the
greatest tragedy of all..

k
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